Newborn screening for Pompe disease in Japan: report and literature review of mutations in the GAA gene in Japanese and Asian patients.
A newborn screening program for Pompe disease using dried blood spots (DBSs) was initiated in Japan. Here, we summarized this screening program and described the results of the GAA gene analysis. From April 2013 to November 2016, 103,204 newborns were screened; 71 had low acid alpha-glucosidase (AαGlu) activity. GAA sequencing showed that 32 (45.1%) and 37 (52.1%) of these newborns were homozygous and heterozygous for pseudodeficiency alleles c.[1726G>A; 2965G>A], respectively. Moreover, 24 of 32 newborns with homozygous c.[1726G>A; 2965G>A] alleles had no mutations, and the other eight had one mutation each. Thirty-five of 37 newborns with heterozygous c.[1726G>A; 2965G>A] alleles had one mutation, and the other two had two mutations each. Only one newborn who had two mutations did not harbor c.[1726G>A; 2965G>A] alleles. Thus, it was difficult to distinguish newborns with c.[1726G>A; 2965G>A] alleles from newborns with pre-symptomatic Pompe disease using AαGlu assays in DBSs or fibroblasts; GAA gene sequencing was necessary. Seventy-one newborns had 50 variants, including 21 mutations or predictably pathogenic variants, and 29 polymorphisms or predictably non-pathogenic variants. Four of 21 mutations or predictably pathogenic variants and four of 29 polymorphisms or predictably non-pathogenic variants were novel. No infantile-onset Pompe disease was detected, and three newborns were diagnosed with potential late-onset Pompe disease. In the literature, 156 variants have been reported for 296 patients from 277 families in 41 articles from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and China. Our results provide insights into GAA gene mutation profiles and the relationship between GAA and Pompe disease in Asian populations.